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1 Introduction

This document serves as an informal description ofFL,
a small programming language combining functional and
imperative features.FL is an experiment in orthogonal
design based on formal principles (completeness, corre-
spondence, and abstraction for all semantically meaning-
ful domains). FL design was affected by (and borrowed
from) many other languages, most notably Scheme, ML,
CLU, and GEDANKEN.

In the traditional classification,FL is a language of
ISWIM class (eager, call-by-value, typed) with lexical
scope, first-class functions, and unlimited extent of ob-
jects. It supports side effects on objects, but not on vari-
ables; functions are allowed to accept and return multiple
values and cause side effects. It also features control con-
structs based on first-class continuations, including nonlo-
cal jumps and exceptions. Type structure of the language
relies upon Hindley-Milner type inference popularized by
ML and Haskell.

Following ML example,FL has separate static and dy-
namic semantics; however, unlike ML,FL delegates type
checking to a separate tool. Type checking is considered
optional thus allowing one to write correct programs that
cannot be typed in H-M model.

2 Programs

The main building blocks of anFL program areexpres-
sionsanddeclarations. Expressions are forms that can be
evaluated to produce zero or more results and, as a side ef-
fect, rearrange data stored in the environment guiding the
execution of the program. Declarations are instructions
for associating names with values obtained by evaluation
of expressions.

FL is a traditional block-structured language with lexical
scope and referential transparency; blocks are subsections

delimiting the scope of identifiers and providing sequenc-
ing for side effects caused by expressions. Blocks are ex-
pressions; thy can be nested within other blocks and used
as components of other expressions.

A group of declarations may be packaged as an expression
that evaluates to a first-class object that can be later “im-
ported” to introduce the declarations in another context.
This model allows full functional abstraction for declara-
tions and serves as a uniform basis for modular structure
of the language (structures, modules, namespaces etc.)

3 Data types

FL’s data model is traditional for functional programming
languages. All data objects have unlimited extent—they
are created but never explicitly deleted. They are also
never copied when supplied as arguments to a function or
returned as results; the implementation behavesas if the
memory for new objects is allocated from the “heap” and
only references to these memory blocks are passed back
and forth. This model is common in LISP systems and
is similar to Java’s reference types. It requires agarbage
collector to recover memory used by objects no longer
referenced by the program.

FL supports the following disjoint data types:

booleans are objects representing the truth values.

characters represent code points in implementation’s in-
ternal character set (usually ASCII, Latin1, or Uni-
code).

integers are exact and signed; their range is implementa-
tion - dependent.

reals have floating-point representation and are consid-
ered inexact; their range is also implementation-
dependent.
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vectors are one-dimensional homogenous arrays of ob-
jects with constant-time access to elements. Vector
size cannot be changed dynamically.

strings are specialized vectors of characters with explicit
length. Strings can contain zeroes and are not zero-
terminated.

lists are homogeneous sequences of objects built from in-
dividual pairs. Lists are optimized for sharing and
one-directional sequential access.

tuples are heterogeneous immutable sequences of fixed
length. Tuples are accessed by pattern matching.

packagesare immutable structure-like objects mapping
names to values.

boxes are mutable cells containing a single object.

functions also have a first-class representation; func-
tional objects can be created at run-time, named,
stored in data structures, accepted as arguments and
returned as results.

unions are collections of named tuples, only one of
which can be given to represent the union.

ports are connections to external files or processes.

4 Identifiers

Identifiers consist of a nonempty sequence of letters, dig-
its and underscores. Identifiers are case-sensitive and can-
not start with a digit. There is no limitation on a length of
an identifier; all characters are significant. For example,
Foo, _1 , long_division are valid identifiers. A few
character sequences that look like identifiers are reserved
for special purposes and cannot be used to name values or
types; they are calledreserved words. For example,let
andtype are reserved words.

5 Comments

Two forms of comments are supported:

// line comment

/* block comment
*/ — block comments don’t nest!

6 Literals

FL literals are parameterless constructors for immutable
objects. Number, character, and string literals use C nota-
tion with minor differences: no size qualifiers, support for
BCPL-style notation for ignored whitespace inside string
constants. Booleans have a non-identifier notation with
traditionaltrue andfalse serving as identifiers bound
to the respective boolean values.

Examples:

0b and0B are notations for boolean false

1b and1B are notations for boolean true

1234 and0x4D2 are integers

3.14 and2e-12 are reals

’a’ , ’\n’ , and’\032’ are characters

’\u03BB’ and’ λ’ are also characters

"foo\n" , "\0\009" , and"\"" are strings

"a very long \
\string" is a string with ignored sequence of

whitespace characters between backslashes

7 Expressions

Expressions are rules for calculation of zero or more val-
ues called theresultsof an expression. In most cases, only
single-valued expressions are used; expressions yielding
multiple results are common in application expressions
where they provide arguments to a function. Expressions
returning zero results are used for their side effects such as
writing to a file; these expressions are calledcommands.

7.1 Primary expressions

All sorts of values expressed in a program can benamed
by introducing declarations binding identifiers to results
of expressions. FL does not support overloading of
names, so in any place of the program each identifier has
exactly one meaning (it can refer to a value, to a type, or
be undefined). This meaning of a given name in a partic-
ular code fragment can be deduced by analyzing program
text—the nearest binding for the name encountered on a
way up in blocks and outwards from an enclosed scope
to its enclosing scope defines the value or type that is re-
ferred to by the name.

Two exceptions to this rule deal with global references and
references to packaged declarations. For example,abs in
.abs is looked up in the top level environment, while
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left in expressionx.left is looked up in declarations
insidex , not in the current lexical environment.

Literals can be used as expressions with no special quot-
ing. Literals can be coalesced by a compiler, so there is no
uniqueness or disjointness guarantees for similar-looking
strings and other compound literals in different places of
a program. It is an error to modify a compound literal.

Summary of primary expressions:

expression precedence equivalent

identifier n/a primitive form
. identifier n/a primitive form
literal n/a primitive form

7.2 Logical expressions

There is a number of primitive expressions dealing
with boolean values or returning boolean results (FL’s
booleans are separate from integers).

Inequivalence operator (!= ) accepts any two objects of the
same type and returns true if argument objects are compu-
tationally distinguishable (i.e. there is a way to tell one
from the other by their behavior as they are or after mod-
ification). A simple rule is that if the objects print differ-
ently or can be made to print differently by modification,
they are not equivalent.

Equivalence operator (==) is an inverse of inequivalence;
it is guaranteed to behave as expected on immutable
atomic objects like booleans, numbers, and characters.
Mutable objects like strings and vectors are considered
equivalent in== sense only if they occupy the same mem-
ory, i.e. are “the same” object.

For some objects, namely functions and immutable ob-
jects containing functions, computational equivalence
cannot be calculated, so only inequivalence guarantees
are given while equivalence is decided by vaguely defined
“the same object” rule.

Boolean expressions can be used to select first or second
part of a C-style conditional expression (?: ). Conditional
expressions with empty blocks as the alternative part may
be simplified by omitting the alternative and the: sepa-
rator (“dangling else” is disambiguated in the usual man-
ner).

Short-circuit logical expressions are also supported. The
following table summarizes boolean expressions and their
equivalent library functions or combined expressions:

expression precedence equivalent

! x 12 .not(x)
x == y 7 .eqv(x, y)
x != y 7 !(x == y)
x && y 3 x ? y : .false
x || y 2 x ? .true : y
x ? y 1(r) x ? y : ()
x ? y : z 1(r) primitive form

7.3 Numerical expressions

FL calculates arithmetical expressions in a “mixed arith-
metic” mode, meaning that integer and real numbers can
be freely mixed with results defined by the nature of the
operation and the exactness of its arguments. In fact,FL
uses a simplified version of the Scheme’s numerical model
with all integer numbers considered exact and all real
numbers considered inexact. The regular division opera-
tor (/ ) is separate from the integer division operator (/%)
that complements the integer remainder operator (%). All
three operators work on integer and real numbers. Their
behavior is demonstrated by the following examples:

7/2 , 7.0/2 , 7/2.0 , and 7.0/2.0 return
3.5 (inexact real)

7/%2 returns3 (exact integer)

7.0/%2 , 7/%2.0 , and 7.0/%2.0 return
3.0 (inexact real)

7%2returns1 (exact integer)

7.0%2 , 7%2.0 , and 7.0%2.0 return
1.0 (inexact real)

FL’s numerical ordering operators also operate in the
mixed arithmetic mode. Their results are boolean. Every
numerical operator has a corresponding library function
with the same semantics. The following table summarizes
numerical expressions:

expression precedence equivalent

+ x 12 .nid(x)
- x 12 .neg(x)
x * y 11 .mul(x, y)
x / y 11 .div(x, y)
x /% y 11 .quo(x, y)
x % y 11 .rem(x, y)
x + y 10 .add(x, y)
x - y 10 .sub(x, y)
x < y 8 .lss(x, y)
x > y 8 .gtr(x, y)
x <= y 8 .leq(x, y)
x >= y 8 .geq(x, y)
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7.4 Block expressions

Block expressions serve the following purposes:

1. serialize side effects of expressions

2. provide scope for local declarations

3. provide convenient control forms

In languages of C descent, (1) is identified with the
comma operator, (2) is available in{} statement blocks,
(3) is provided by statement sublanguage.FL’s block ex-
pressions do all of the above using one syntax form:

1. { print(x); print(y); x+y }

2. { let x=sin(z); let y=cos(z); x/y }

3. { label l(x=10): x<0 ? x : l(x-1) }

A block expression begins with a sequence of zero or more
local declarations orcommandsand ends with a single “re-
sult” expression. The last expression in a block is not a
command and it should not end in a semicolon; its re-
sult(s) are returned as results of the whole block expres-
sion.

In block expressions, local declarations are introduced
with thelet andassert keywords. The scope of a local
declaration includes all declarations and expressions that
follow it in the block. A type assertionis a declaration
specifying types for values named by identifiers:

let x=5, y=foo(0);

assert x, y: int;

Type assertions are described in detail in section10.

Commands starting a block expression are executed in a
sequence from left to right, so that each command and
declaration can observe side effects of all previous com-
mands and declarations.

The most common form of a command is an expression
followed by semicolon. The command expression is eval-
uated for side effects and its values are discarded. Side ef-
fects produced by a command expression can be observed
by the rest of block and the program (semicolon works as
asequence point).

All other kinds of commands are derived forms that affect
the way the rest of the block is executed. One such de-
rived command is thelabel command allowing iterative
execution of a part of the block:

{ let n = 100;
label l(i = 0, sum = 0):
i > n ?

sum
: l(i+1, sum+i) }

— sums numbers in[0, 100]

The label command precedes a part of the block that
can be evaluated in a “loop” with different values of loop
parameters. The first time you enter a loop, parameters
receive their initial values as specified after the name of
the label. Loop parameters are visible in the rest of the
block; the name of the label is bound to a recursive pro-
cedure with the same body as the rest of the block. This
procedure can be called multiple times with different val-
ues of parameters; the result(s) of each call is the value(s)
produced by the rest of the block.

A block containinglabel can be transformed into the
equivalent block without it as follows:

{ head-of-the-block
label idl ( { idp = expa}*, ) :
rest-of-the-block}

≡ { head-of-the-block
let rec idl ( idp*, ) =

{ rest-of-the-block} ;
idl( expa*, ) }

Another derived command simplifies multi-way condi-
tional constructs. It allows one to “break out” of the block
in a linear manner, without writing too many nested sub-
blocks:

{ let n = 100;
label l(i = 0, sum = 0):
when i > n => sum;
when iseven(i) => l(i+1, sum+1);
l(i+1, sum) }

— sums even numbers in[0, 100]

A block containingwhen can be transformed into the
equivalent block without it as follows:

{ head-of-the-block
when exp1 => exp2 ;
rest-of-the-block}

≡ { head-of-the-block
exp1 ? exp2 :

{ rest-of-the-block} }
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A block expression returns all the results of the last ex-
pression. Multiple results can be returned with the help of
parenthesized expressions described in the next section:

{ foo(x) } — returns all results offoo call
(foo may return multiple results)

{ foo(x); () } — calls foo and ignores
all its results; returns no results

{ let x=sin(z); print(x);
let y=cos(z); print(y);
(x/y, y/x) } — returns 2 results calcu-
lated in a nested scope created by local dec-
larations

Summary of{ block} forms:

expression precedence equivalent

{d |c; . . . x} n/a primitive form

7.5 Parenthesized expressions

Parenthesized (or “values”) expressions are used to cal-
culate and yield multiple values and circumvent operator
precedence rules.

In languages of C descent, comparable facilities are pro-
vided by the comma operator, function call argument syn-
tax, and enclosing an expression in parentheses.FL’s
parenthesized expressions have familiar form, but their in-
terpretation is slightly different:

() — returns no results

(foo(x)) — returns single result returned by
the application offoo

(foo(x)...) — returns all results offoo
call (foo may return multiple results)

(foo(x), bar(x)) — returns 2 results

FL has no comma operator; commas inside parentheses
are just separators and are a part of the parenthesized ex-
pression syntax. The unusual(x...) notation is needed
in rare cases whenFL programmer wants to pass all the
values returned byx , but needs parentheses for purely
syntactical reasons. Ellipsis is not required for single-
value expressions:

((1+2)*(3-1)) — returns 6

(1+2, 3-1) — returns two results: 3 and 2

((1,2) ...) — returns two results: 1 and 2

(1 ...) — returns 1

((((1) ...)) ...) — still returns 1

((1,2)) — error (multiple values in a single
value context)

((1,2),(3,4)) — same error

(()) — same error again

FL does not specify the order in which the subexpressions
are calculated. It does not support concatenation of mul-
tiple values in a manner of CommonLisp’smultiple-
value-bind :

((2, 3)..., 1) — error (cannot concate-
nate multiple values)

(1, (2, 3)...) — same error

Multiple return values are further discussed below; here
we’ll just note that they are not a separate kind of object,
but rather a calling convention allowing functions to ac-
cept and return more than one object at a time. They have
no use outside function call/return mechanism and cannot
be named together or stored anywhere as a single entity1.

Summary of( values) forms:

expression precedence equivalent

(x, . . .) n/a primitive form
(x...) n/a primitive form

7.6 Function applications

Functions are used to delay a calculation and parameter-
ize it by specifying a list offormal parametersthat will
be bound toactual parametersat the time of theapplica-
tion of the function to its arguments (arguments are always
evaluated before the function is invoked).FL uses sym-
metrical calling convention—functions may accept and
return multiple values. Conceptually, application may be
represented as a simple juxtaposition of function expres-
sion and arguments expression; for grammar reasonsFL
requires the arguments expression to be a parenthesized
expression:

foo() — call foo with no arguments

foo(bar(x)) — call foo with 1 argument
returned by the application ofbar to x

foo(bar(x)...) — call foo with all re-
sults of thebar call

foo(1, 2, 3) — call foo with 3 arguments

1If you need to store multiple values as a first-class object, use tuples
or lists.
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quux(5)(6) — call result of quux(5) (a
function) with(6)

(c ? foo : bar)(6) — call foo or bar
with (6)

FL does not specify which expression (function or argu-
ments) are evaluated first; a conforming implementation
can even choose different order for different applications.
An important (and required) property ofFL’s call mech-
anism is proper support fortail calls. This allows one to
write iterative programs using recursion and serves as a
basis for encoding of all iterative statements.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

f(x, . . .) 14 primitive form
f(x...) 14 primitive form

7.7 Anonymous functions

FL’s functions are not limited to top level, can be nested,
and need not to be named. A function expression creates
a new function object each time it is evaluated; function
objects retain references to their lexical environment and
can continue to refer to the names that were in scope at
the moment of the creation of the functional object even
if the object itself is used outside of the scope of its cre-
ation (functional programming community refers to such
functional objects asclosures) .

FL adopted a succinct syntax for anonymous functions.
The anonymous function expression starts with an argu-
ment list in a form of an identifier or parenthesized list of
comma-separated identifiers, followed by the-> (map to)
sign and an expression:

()->() — function of no arguments returning
no results

x -> x+1 — adds one to its argument and re-
turns it

(x) -> (x+1) — same thing with extra
parentheses

(x, y) -> car2pol(x, y) — func-
tional equivalent of just writingcar2pol

()-> print("hello!") — accepts no ar-
guments, prints, returns no results

z ->
{ let x=sin(z); print(x);

let y=cos(z); print(y);
(x/y, y/x) } — accepts one argu-

ment, returns 2 results

(s -> strlen(s))("hello")
— another odd way to measure a string

Although anonymous functions are primitive, there is no
simple way to make them recursive without naming them
in a recursive scope2. For this reason,FL provides several
constructs for declaring identifiers bound to functional ex-
pressions:

let rec gcd =
(a, b) ->

b==0 ? a : gcd(b, a%b);
— primitive recursive declaration

let rec gcd(a, b) =
b==0 ? a : gcd(b, a%b);

— its derived equivalent

More examples of function declaration forms will be
given in the “Declarations” section.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

( id, . . .) -> x ? primitive form
id -> x ? primitive form

7.8 Tuple expressions

Tuples are heterogeneous list-like structures of fixed
length. They are used as convenient immutable contain-
ers for values of different types and are constructed using
tuple expressions:

$() — an empty tuple

$(0) — one-element tuple containing zero

$($(0)) — one-element tuple containing an-
other tuple

$(’a’, x>5) — a tuple of a character and a
boolean

Single-element tuple is still a container, not just another
notation for its element as in ML. The length of a tuple is
a part of its type and is fixed at tuple’s creation time. Tu-
ple elements are accessed via destructuring declarations
(let $(a, b) = t ). Destructuring declarations are
described in the Declarations section.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

$(x, . . .) n/a primitive form

2Y
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7.9 Named tuples and unions

In FL, unions are made of named tuples, not just named
individual values as in C. There is no need to declare union
types in advance, they may be calculated automatically by
analyzing the flow of components from the places where
they are created (named tuple expressions) to places where
they are tested and deconstructed (union match expres-
sions). Any identifier can serve as a name for named tu-
ple; such use of identifiers does not interfere with their
use as variables because tuple names do not observe lex-
ical scope, they are just symbols and compared literally.
Here are examples of named tuple expressions:

$foo() — an emptyfoo tuple

$foo(0) — one-elementfoo tuple carrying
zero

$bar(0, 2+3) — two-elementbar tuple
carrying 0 and 5

$bar(’a’, x>5) — bar tuple of a charac-
ter and a boolean

There is no fixed relation between tuple name and the
number or types of its arguments; same name can be used
differently in different parts of the program. The only lim-
itation is that any two tuples used as variant values of the
same union should either have different names or, if they
have the same name, have the same number and types of
arguments. This restriction is enforced by the type sys-
tem and at runtime – the union match expression does
not allow two different cases with the same name or cases
matching tuple name but not its contents.

A union match expression consists of two required parts
(an expression to test and a list of match patterns with the
corresponding result expressions) and one optional part
(an “else” expression):

read(p) ˜
$expr(x, pos) => doexp(x)

| $comment(str) => next(p)
| $EOF() => result

— match three-variant union

x ˜
$pair(a, b) => a+b

: 0
— match union with one or more variants

Each match pattern works as a binding construct: the
names for tuple elements listed in the pattern are bound
to the corresponding values for the scope of the right-
hand-side result expression. Union match expressions

with “else” part can accept tuples with names not ex-
plicitly mentioned among match patterns; match expres-
sions without “else” part cannot – every expression tested
should match one of the patterns.

Summary of union expressions:

expression precedence equivalent

$id(x, . . .) n/a primitive form
x ˜ p=>x | . . . n/a primitive form
x ˜ p=>x | . . . : x n/a primitive form

7.10 References and assignment

This part of theFL design is a significant departure from
the practice of most modern programming languages and
corresponds directly to ML’s concept of “references”. Tra-
ditionally, names are used to denote locations in memory
where values are stored with values copied from location
and to location on parameter passing and assignment. In
garbage-collected languages like Scheme or Java, most
objects are allocated in the heap and names denote loca-
tions containing pointers to these objects. An assignment
to a variable replaces the content of this memory loca-
tion with a pointer to another object, having no effect on
the original object. In languages derived from C, one can
ask for an address of the variable and receive a pointer to
this location. Further generalization of this concept leads
to C++ “references” and complicated rules of parameter
passing.

An alternative implemented in ML is to promote these lo-
cations and make them first-class mutable objects similar
to one-element arrays. This simplifies a concept of vari-
able; now names denote values directly, not through loca-
tions, and assignments affect first-class objects, not hid-
den storage. As a result, the language is simplified and
becomes more flexible; the price to pay for this flexibil-
ity is unfamiliar notation (performance gains or losses are
debatable).

Value bindings are no longer mutable by themselves—as
soon as a name is bound to a value, it continues to denote
this very value to the end of its scope—it is the value itself
that gets modified.FL’s values serving as containers for
other values are calledboxes. There are three basic oper-
ations dealing with boxes: create a new box containing a
value (mkbox), get the value stored in a box (get ), and
replace the stored value with a new value (put ).

To alleviate distress caused by unusual model of variables,
FL provides operators and declaration syntax to make box
operations look more like traditional variables. Theget
operation is denoted by a prefix@(at) operator and has
the highest precedence. Theput operation is denoted
by a prefix@operator followed by an expression and a
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trailing assignment operator (=) and the expression for a
new value. Right-hand side of this combination has C-like
precedence.

Besides, to make a name bound to a box behave exactly
like a variable which name starts with@, value declara-
tions were sugared to support the illusion by allowing the
@foo = val declaration as a substitute for equivalent
primitive foo = .mkbox(val) declaration.

The artificial example below demonstrates variables and
assignments :

let factorial(n) =
{ let @f = 1, @x = 1;

label loop():
@x > n ?

@f
: { @f = @f*@x;

@x = @x+1;
loop() } }

The above example demostrated similarities between@v
lexical pairs and traditional variables. The following ex-
ample shows that boxes are first-class objects and their
names can be used with no dereferencing:

let @x = 6 - 5; — x names a new box
containing1

let y = x; — y names the same box asx
(analias)

let @z = @x; — z names a new box with
the same content asx

@y = @y + 10; — content of the first box
incremented

@x— returns11

@z— returns1

More examples with double indirection, conditional indi-
rection, and functions returning references:

let @pz = z; — pz names a new box with
thez box as its content

@@pz— returns1

@(2>1 ? y : @pz) — returns11

let foo(a, b) =
{let @c = a+b; c};

let d = foo(1, 2);
@d— returns3

Summary of box operations:

expression precedence equivalent

@ x 15 get(x)
@ x = y 15/0 put(x, y)

7.11 Packages and the dot operator

Local declarations presented in examples above are used
to name a value in a textual region called thescopeof the
name. A set of declarations extends anenvironmentused
to look up meanings of names with a set of newbindings,
where each binding is a pair of an identifier and a value.
FL allows one to package a set of bindings in a form of
a first-class object and extract values named in this object
in other parts of the code. This idea can be demonstrated
on the following example:

let p = ${
x = 5;
y = true;
foo(z) = z+x;
@v = 1;

}; — bindsp to a package

Package declarations can be accessed with the help of the
dot operator. It takes form of an expression followed by
dot (. ) and an identifier. The expression should evaluate
to a package object containing a binding for the identifier
(otherwise an error will be reported):

p — returns a package object

p.x — returns value ofx in p (5)

p.y ? p.foo(10) : 0 — returns15

@(p.v) — returns1

The package expression is made out of ablock declaration
that can contain “public” declarations (all declarations in
the above example are public) and “local” declarations
introduced by thelet keyword (nested blocks are also
block declarations). Local declarations are visible only
from their point of declaration to the end of the nearest
enclosing block declaration and cannot be accessed via
the dot operator. Block declarations provide sequencing
to order side effects of initialization expressions and nest-
ing of declaration scopes; they will be further described in
the Declarations section.

${
// definesx , y , v , andw
x = 1; // y is not yet visible
y = x; // x is visible here
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{ // block declaration givesfoo a scope
let foo(z) = z+x;
@v = foo(1);

} // foo is no longer visible, butv is
// local helpers forw
let bar(p) = @p;
let z = bar(v);
// z is initialized with 2
w(a) = a>x ? y : z;

}

Local declarations are helpful in abstracting certain parts
of initialization code and providing common functionality
shared by public functions. Note that type declarations
cannot be made public in a package because packages are
expressions, not type specifications, and have expression
types. Local type declarations introduced bylet type
are allowed.

Local declarations can “shadow” preceding public decla-
rations, but public declarations cannot shadow other pub-
lic declarations in the same package:

${ x=5; let x=3; y=x; }.x
— returns 5

${ x=5; let x=3; y=x; }.y
— returns 3

${ x=5; x=3; } — error

The full power of packages comes from the fact that they
are first-class and can be part of a functional abstraction
as any other expression:

let pair(l, r) =
${ left = l; right = r; };

let p = pair(1, 2);

print(p.left + p.right); — prints3

This example demonstrates that packages may behave as
“records”. Packages defined on top level behave like
namespaces; global functions returning packages may be
used to implement parameterized modules. Package types
serve as signatures for modules/records and may have
other uses.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

${ d. . . } n/a primitive form
x. id 13 primitive form

8 Declarations

Declarations are rules for association of names with val-
ues or types. Local declarations introduced bylet pro-
vide a context for other declarations and expressions in
their scope; public declarations contribute value bindings
to packages.

FL supports several kinds of declarations. They differ in
the way the scope of the bound identifiers intersects with
initializing expressions, and in the way these expressions
are produced.

In the subsections below, declarations will be displayed in
their local form. For packages, public declarations have
the same syntax without the leadinglet keyword.

8.1 Nested declarations

Declarations are legal in two contexts: block expres-
sions and package expressions. All derived forms al-
lowing declarations are desugared into a combination of
these two primitive forms. In all these forms, declara-
tions can follow each other; this sequencing of declara-
tions allows initialization expressions of one declaration
refer to bindings introduced by preceding declarations and
observe side effects caused by their initialization expres-
sions. This means that subsequent declarations in blocks
have “nested” scopes and such an arrangement is called
nested declarations:

let pi = 3.14; let twopi = pi*2;

8.2 Simultaneous declarations

The simplest form of declaration is a simultaneous decla-
ration. It takes a form of a sequence of name-expression
pairs separated by commas and terminated by semicolon:

let pi = 3.14, cnt = cnt+1;

This form of declaration is calledsimultaneousbecause
initialization expressions are evaluated in an unspecified
order and outside the scope of the names being initial-
ized (the above “redefinition” ofcnt was not a mistake;
it gives a local namecnt to a value bound tocnt outside
the scope of this declaration, incremented by one).

Name-expression pairs are calledbindings. In addition to
the basic binding form demonstrated above,FL supports
derived binding forms to simplify common cases:

let @acc = 0, dbl(x) = x+x;
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Derived binding forms are desugared as follows:

@ id = exp
≡ id = .mkbox( exp )

id ( formals ) = exp
≡ id = ( formals ) -> exp

8.3 Multivalue declarations

An alternative form of a simultaneous declaration uses a
single expression to calculate initialization values for all
bindings:

let (x, y, z) = center(obj);

As in the previous form, the initialization expression is
evaluated outside the scope of the names being initialized.
The list of names is essentially a list of formal arguments
for a function and should have the same form (most com-
monly a sequence of identifiers separated by commas).

The effect of a simple simultaneous declaration can be
replicated by a multivalue declaration:

let (pi, cnt) = (3.14, cnt+1);
— same as ex.1 in the previous section

8.4 Recursive declarations

The need to define recursive and mutually-recursive func-
tions calls for a special kind of declarations with a scope
for initialization expressions that includes identifiers be-
ing defined. This kind of declarations is calledrecursive
declarationsand is introduced with the help ofrec key-
word:

let rec
iseven(n) =

n==0 || isodd(n-1),
isodd(n) =

n==0 ? false : iseven(n-1);

Recursive declarations are limited to naming functional
expressions, so all possible binding forms should be
desugared into basic form with functional expression on
the right side of= (the above example uses derived bind-
ing form).

8.5 Destructuring tuple declarations

To simplify access to tuples that provide first-class object
alternative to multiple values,FL supports declarations
for destructuring of tuples:

let tp = $(1, true);
let $(x, y) = tp; — x gets1, y gets1b

8.6 Destructuring import declarations

Although FL’s variable model allows direct aliasing by
giving names to boxes, the primitive notation is not very
convenient:

let p = ${
x = 5;
y = true;
@v = 1;

};

let x = p.x, y = p.y, v = p.v;
— x andy are aliases for values,v is an alias

for a box

This “direct” form of import allows one to give imported
values arbitrary names. If no renaming is needed, the ef-
fect of the last declaration above can be achieved with the
following syntax sugar:

let ${v, x, y} = p;
— import 3 names from packagep (name order

is irrelevant)

This form of declaration is calleddestructuringbecause
left side provides apatternfor a compound object on the
right side assigning names (in this case aliases) to compo-
nents of the object. Note that the right side of the import
declaration can be any expression; the only requirement is
that this expression should evaluate to a package contain-
ing bindings for all the names on the left side (and perhaps
some more). In a trivial case, the right side can be a pack-
age expression:

let ${x, y} =
${ x = 1; y = 2; };

FL does not have an “import all” declaration for arbitrary
right side expressions because in general case it is not pos-
sible to calculate the exact set of identifiers contained in
a package expression without type information. SinceFL
allows purely dynamic implementation with no need for
static type analysis, its semantics cannot rely on type in-
formation alone.
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8.7 Block declarations

Block declarations may be used as a replacement for im-
port of all public declarations presented in the immediate
package form. For example, the previous declaration can
be written as the following equivalent block declaration:

let { x = 1; y = 2; }

In this example,x andy are public in the block, so they
are visible outside block boundaries ({} ). They will be
made local in the surrounding block because the whole
block declaration is local.

8.8 Type declarations

Type declarations introduce new types and provide conve-
nient notation for complex type specifications. Type dec-
larations are always local and start withlet type or
let rec type keywords:

let type charpred =
char -> bool;

let rec type seq<T> = ${
is0: seq<T> -> bool;
head: seq<T> -> T;
tail: seq<T> -> seq<T>;

};

let type intseq =
seq<int>;

Right-hand sides of type declarations aretype expressions
or type schemesas described in the next section. Recur-
sive type declarations as the one forseq above, have re-
cursive scope that allows initialization type expressions to
refer to the type names being defined. Types may be pa-
rameterized over a set oftype parameterslisted in angle
brackets after the name of the type (it replaces ML’s sepa-
rate namespace for type parameter names). Parameterized
types must beprojectedbefore use by providing actual
types for all type parameters.

9 Type expressions

Type expressions are instructions for referring to primitive
types by name and building complex type from compo-
nents. Type expressions are structured in the same way
as the corresponding value expressions and reuse many
of the same syntactic constructs. Type expressions and
type declarations form a language interpreted by the type-
checker; although this language has a lot in common with

the value language, its interpretation is based onunifica-
tion, not on reduction. This means that the type language
is not “universal” and all type computations always termi-
nate. In spite of this difference,FL makes type param-
eterization and projection look like abstraction and appli-
cation, but puts extra well-formedness restrictions on their
use.

9.1 Primary type expressions

Primary type expressions are references to named types.
If a name refers to a parameterized type, the type should
beprojectedbefore use:

int — refers to built-in type

list<int> — projects parameterized type

pair<int, bool> — another projection

Type projections inside recursive or mutually recursive
type declarations (rec type ) should satisfy the follow-
ing well-formedness constraints:

• all identifiers being declared should have the same
set of type parameters in the same order

• the identifiers being declared should be projected in-
side the right-hand-side type expressions; the list of
projection parameters for all such projections should
repeat the list of type parameters.

Note that atomic types have no special literal notation and
identifiers likebool or int are not reserved words, but
regular type names bound to atomic types in the global
compile-time environment.

9.2 Type schemes

Type schemes describe parameterized types. Due to the
limitations of the type calculation model, type schemes
cannot be used as parts of type expressions; their use is
limited to type assertions and right-hand-sides of type dec-
larations.

<T, U> => (T, U) -> bool
— type of two-argument predicates

let type idty_t =
T => T -> T;

— type of functions accepting and returning
the same type

let type idty_t<T> =
T -> T;
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— equivalent shortcut notation

assert id: T => T -> T;
— type assertion for polymorphic function

9.3 Function type expressions

Function type expressions construct types of functions
from types of their arguments and results. The functional
type constructor resembles function constructor and con-
tains comma-separated lists of argument and result types:

num -> num — type of theabs function

(int, bool) -> () — type of a proce-
dure taking two arguments

int -> (int -> int) — type of a func-
tion returning a function

9.4 Tuple type expressions

A tuple type expression constructs a tuple type from types
of tuple components:

$() — type of empty tuples

$(int, bool) — type of int-bool pairs

9.5 Package type expressions

Package type expressions construct types of packages
from type assertionsgiving types to named values. The
simplest form of a type assertion is an identifier followed
by colon, type expression and terminated by semicolon.
For example, the following type expression constructs a
type for pairs containing two integer fields namedleft
andright :

${ left: int; right: int; }

Package type expressions are made out ofblock type as-
sertionsdescribed below and thus can take more complex
forms containing local type declarations and derived type
assertions. The general structure of block type assertions
follows block declarations and provides many of the same
derived forms and syntax conventions.

The next example demonstrates similarities between
package expression / block declaration form and package
type expression / block type assertion forms:

${
// gives types tox , y , v , andw
x, y : int;
{ // block type binding givesintf a scope

let type intf =
int -> int;

@v : intf;
} // intf is no longer visible, butv is
// local helpers forw
let type boolpair =

$(bool, bool);
let type bpfun =

int -> boolpair;
w(int) : bpfun;

}

10 Type assertions

Type assertions provide explicit information about types
of values named by identifiers. Type assertions come in
two forms; the regular short form is used in package type
expressions and is demonstrated in most examples in this
section. The long form is used as a local declaration and is
introduced with theassert keyword. Both forms con-
tain one or more comma-separatedtype specificationster-
minated by semicolon; the forms have no differences ex-
cept for the keyword prefix.

Type specifications pair identifiers with types. InFL’s
type language, they describe public declarations of the
value language; the syntax is similar with: in place of
= and type expressions describing types of value expres-
sions. In spite of these parallels, type specifications do
not introduce new scopes for identifiers. In both type and
value languages, local types are introduced by local type
declarations.

The following description of type specifications usually
presents them as one identifier / one type expression pairs.
FL allows several such specifications having the same
type expression to be written more concisely by putting
them together into a single type specifications:

x: int, y: int; — two specs

x, y: int; – two ids in one spec

10.1 Primary type specifications

A primary type specification consists of an identifier and
type expression separated by colon:

left: int

right: (int, int) -> bool
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The left-hand side identifiers are not bound to types and
cannot be referred to by type expressions on the right-hand
side.

10.2 Derived type specifications

Derived type specifications have the following form:

@pnode: bool

op(int, int): bool

@pnode, op(int, int): bool
— compact form

Derived type specifications are desugared as follows:

@ id : tyexp
≡ id : .box< tyexp >

id ( tyexp-list ) : tyexp
≡ id : ( tyexp-list ) -> tyexp

id < tyexp-list > : tyexp
≡ id : < tyexp-list > => tyexp

10.3 Block type assertions

Block type assertions have the same effect as the asser-
tions they contain, except for a possibility to give a local
scope to local type declarations covering subsequent as-
sertions:

{ x: int; y: float; } — same as
x: int, y: float;

{ let type T = seq<int>;
seq, mkseq(int): T; } — T has lo-
cal scope

Block type assertions stand by themselves and need no
semicolon terminator. To use them in block expressions,
they should be prefixed withassert :

{ let (x, y) = foo();
assert { x: int; y: float; }
bar(y, x, true) }

11 Possibilities for extension

In the design ofFL a number of inviting possibilities were
considered; some of them bring about various syntactical
or semantical difficulties, other open gates to massive ex-
tension that seems not to be in line with originalFL goals.

This section presents some of the extensions that are con-
sidered for experimental implementation ofFL. Note that
data types mentioned in this section are supported in core
FL by means of standard types and library functions; it is
the syntax notation that is considered an extension.

11.1 List expressions

Lists are immutable homogeneous sequences of variable
length created by chaining individual pairs; this facilitates
non-destructive construction, sharing, and fast unidirec-
tional sequential access via traditionalcar andcdr func-
tions. Lists may be constructed using top-level bindings
for cons andnil and a number of other functions. In
addition,FL supports a convenient shortcut notation for
list construction:

$[] — an empty list

$[$[0]] — one-element list containing an-
other list

$[true, x>5] — two-element boolean list

All elements of a list should have the same type; length of
a list is not a part of its type.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

$[x, . . .] n/a .pklis(x, . . .)

11.2 Vector expressions

Vectors are mutable homogeneous sequences optimized
for constant-time access to elements. The length of a vec-
tor is fixed at vector creation time; vectors cannot grow
or shrink after they are created. In addition to a number
of standard functions working with vectors,FL supports
a shortcut notation for vector construction:

[] — an empty vector

[[0]] — one-element vector containing an-
other vector

[true, x>5] — two-element boolean vector
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All elements of a vector should be of the same type; the
length of a vector is not a part of its type.

Summary:

expression precedence equivalent

[x, . . .] n/a .pkvec(x, . . .)

11.3 Block type expressions

Block type expressions allow one to use local type def-
initions to simplify the construction of a complex type.
Block type expressions consist of a zero or more type
declarations followed by a single type expression, sur-
rounded with angular brackets (but there are no type lan-
guage analogs for commands and multiple values):

<int> — same as justint

<let type T = seq<int>; pair<T, T>>
— projects a pair type in the environment
extended by local definition forT

11.4 Box type expressions

A box type expression constructs a box type from a box
contents type:

&[bool] — type of boxes containing booleans

11.5 Import type bindings

To complement the package type expression construct,FL
may allow one to destructure type expressions with the
help of the dot operator. For example, ifp is bound to
a package type displayed in the package type expression
example, the following type expressions are valid:

p.x — same asint

p.y — same asint

p.v — same asbox<int -> int>

p.w — same as
int ->

int ->
$(bool, bool)

Dot type expressions can be used to extract component
types from package types resulting from any type expres-
sion:

stack<int>.iterator — extracts a type
from a projected polymorphic package type

Type bindings can be “imported” with the help of the fol-
lowing syntax form:

${y, v, w}: p;

wherep is a package type expression.

This form is an equivalent of the following set of primary
bindings:

y: p.y;
v: p.v;
w: p.w;

Block type bindings can be explained in terms of import
type bindings with explicit package type expressions on
the right-hand side:

{ x: int; y: float; }

is equivalent to

${x, y}:
${ x: int; y: float; };

11.6 Destructuring type bindings

Destructuring type bindings extract components from
types. Their behavior parallels that of destructuring dec-
larations:

$(x, y): intpair; — extracts compo-
nent types from a tuple type (same as
x: int; y: int; )
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